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I.-Introduction 

Considerations of improved productivity and production flexibility have assumed major 

importance in the design and operation of manufacturing systems. The globalization of 

competition has clearly underlined the need for greater manufacturing effectiveness. 

Moreover, shorter product life cycles, and greater product proliferation and market 

fragmentation indicate that manufacturing flexibility should be considered for the long-term 

viability of many firms [2]. 

It is well recognized that Advanced Manufacturing Technologies are not inherently profitable. 

Everything depends on their strategic selection and creative development. Large payoffs await 

companies willing to experiment with new managerial approaches to these technologies. 

Realizing the full potential of new computer-controlled design, production, and manufacturing 

planning and control requires developing (the knowledge of) the technical and infrastructural 

elements which create flexibility. This implies that the need to understand the sources and 

uses of flexibility has never been greater. 

Although manufacturing flexibility has generally been recognized as an important competitive 

weapon in Operations Management [3], it seems that the concept itself has not yet been 

clearly understood in industry [4]. If this is so or if its value cannot be ascertained in a way 

that is meaningful to Operations Management, it is less likely to be incorporated into the OM 

strategy [5]. 

To explore the links between strategy and flexibility, it is useful to work within a broad 

context [6], as suggested by the conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1. This framework 

is a modified contingency model that came forward from organization theory and 
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manufacturing strategy literatures [7], [8]. Manufacturing strategy and investments in 

production technology, such as in Advanced Manufacturing Technology, are related by virtue 

of their interactions with environmental uncertainties, manufacturing flexibility and 

performance measures. The driving force is an organization's task environment; management 

has to learn to cope with uncertainties arising in the product market or in the production 

process and its inputs. Managerial learning is reflected in a manufacturing strategy that tries 

to adapt to the uncertaintie:s and 101' attempts to proactively control uncertainties [9]. 

Manufacturing flexibility is needed to adapt to uncertainties; it allows a corporation to 

respond effectively to changing circumstances [10]. 

----- insert Figure 1 about here ----

Figure 1: Conceptual framework - links between strategy and flexibility 

In the above conceptual model, any need for flexibility is supposed to be met through capital 

investment in production technology, thus making the design and justification of Advanced 

Manufacturing Technologies a salient issue. However, this does not imply that other means 

can not be used to create fle~xibility, for instance by product design, subcontracting, work 

organization, materials management and so on. 

A majority of plant managers identify flexibility as a critical task for future competitiveness 

[11]. However, none of thl~ plants included it among their top three formally tracked 

objectives for planning and control. This observation was reconfirmed by the research 

conducted in 1987 by The Manufacturing Roundtable of Boston University [12]: Flexibility 
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was ranked from fourth to eight (depending on the industry) in importance for future 

competitiveness, and first in the size of the strategic gap (Le., the difference between current 

capability and future needs). Typically, flexibility did not appear at all in a list of ten key 

performance measures. The 1990 Boston University Manufacturing Futures Survey [13] also 

confirms it. Two explanations were proposed for the discrepancy between the strategic role 

of flexibility and the little, if any, attention paid to the development of flexibility performance 

measures. First, in contrast to cost, delivery and quality, which have been the cornerstones 

of manufacturing planning and control for many years, flexibility as a top priority has only 

recently come to the fore. Consequently, even on a conceptual level, it tends to be discussed 

relatively less often and, if discussed, usually on a somewhat abstract basis. Second, and 

linked to the first argument, the technology for measuring flexibility is poorly developed. 

That is, in spite of its importance, flexibility is rarely explicitly measured and is often 

excluded from the operational control systems of manufacturers. From these observations, 

it is concluded that there is a strong necessity to develope a measure of manufacturing 

flexibility, both conceptually and operationally [11]. 

The problem of understanding and measuring manufacturing flexibility has received 

considerable attention in recent years. Further research has pointed out that major hurdles to 

our understanding of manufacturing flexibility are the lack of a consensus on the terms used 

to describe flexibility [9]: 

(i) the scope of flexibility related terms used by various authors overlap considerably; 

(ii) some flexibility terms are aggregates of other flexibilities terms; 

(iii) identical flexibility related terms used by more than one author do not necessarily 

mean the same thing. 
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A large number of studies have looked at the various types of flexibility in manufacturing 

systems and have proposed different approaches to measure it. In an extensive survey of the 

studies on the issue of flexibility in manufacturing [14], it was observed that at least fifty 

different terms for various types of flexibilities can be found in the manufacturing literature 

and that several terms are used to refer to the same type of flexibility. 

The multitude of flexibility measures contributes a great deal to our understanding of the 

multi-dimensional nature of manufacturing flexibility [5]. However, many of the measures 

suffer from the following limitations: 

1. They are nonfinancial measures, except for a few in which dollar values have been 

suggested for the shadow prices of resources or for product switching costs. 

2. They are local meaSUfl~S, i.e., they look at only a few dimensions of manufacturing 

flexibility and thereby ignore possible trade-offs that may exist between the different 

dimensions. 

3. They are isolated measures, i.e., they are formulated independent of the environment 

in which the manufacturing system functions. 

Further complicating factor, these authors comment, is the fact that an appropiate time 

horizon must be specified to measure the value of any type of flexibility. It is thus evident 

that it perhaps is impossible to find a general measure of flexibility that captures its value 

along all dimensions and that is appropiate over all time horizons. 

Although there is as yet no complete consensus on the definition of the dimensions of 

manufacturing flexibility, insight has advanced to the point where the focus of research on 

r� 
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flexibility should shift [15]. However, much less has been done to make these measures 

operational [16], [17]. 

So far, there is an imperative need to ascertain the value of the flexibility of a manufacturing 

system as a whole; this value has to be stated in such a way that managers can appraise and 

justify the flexible technology investments. With this need in mind, it is the goal of this paper 

to propose (I) a value-based approach for the measurement of a manufacturing system's 

flexibility which focuses on the manufacturing variables that are particularly relevant in the 

economic and financial justification of manufacturing flexibility; this approach will consider 

both long-term and short-term manufacturing/operative and financial variables, and (2) an 

early warning system for the study and sensitivity analysis of the financial and economic 

variables to shifts in manufacturing flexibility. 

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner: 

I first characterize the specific nature of the manufacturing flexibility that is being evaluated 

and identify the different types of flexibility that are included in this characterization. A 

capital and treasury budgeting-based approach is then proposed to measure and justify the 

investments in flexible technology. Next, an early warning system is suggested that can be 

used to help management efforts in translating manufacturing variables into economic and 

finance variables. Finally, a summary and some concluding remarks are provided. 

2.-Flexible manufacturing: operative variables (characterization and measure) 

The starting point for the development of a value-based approach to the measurement of the 

flexibility are studies by Gupta and Somers [1] and Sethi and Sethi [14]. This approach will 
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simplify the financial justifilcation of flexible manufacturing technologies investments. 

According to the outcomes of the study by [1, pp 170-171], it can be suggested that the 

manufacturing flexibility is a compound of the following flexibilities: 

MACHINE FLEXIBILITJ~ deals with the variety of operations that a machine 

can perform withou:t incurring high costs or using prohibitive amounts 

of time in switching from one operation to another. Machine flexibility 

allows small batch sizes which, as a result, result in lower inventory 

costs, higher machine utilizations, ability to produce complex parts, 

and improved product quality. 

MATERIAL HANDLING FLEXIBILITY is defined as the ability of material 

handling systems tc, move different part types effectively through the 

manufacturing facility, including loading and unloading of parts, 

intermachine tram;portation and storage of parts under various 

conditions of manu:t'acturing flexibility. In the end, material handling 

flexibility may ir.lcrease machine availability and reduce throughput 

times. 

PROCESS FLEXIBILITJ' is defined as the ability of a manufacturing system 

to produce a set of part types without major set-ups, which is sometimes 

referred to as mix llexibility [18J, [19J. Process flexibility is useful 

in reducing batch sizes and, as a result, inventory costs. Since it 

allows the sharing of machines, it minimizes the need for duplicate 

machines. 

PRODUCT FLEXIBILITJ~ is defined by the ease with which new parts can be 

added or substitutE!d for existing parts, i.e., the ease with which the 

current part mix can be changed at relatively low cost in a short 

period. Product fllexibility helps the firm to be market responsive by 

enabling it to briJJg newly-designed products quickly to the market. 

ROUTING FLEXIBILITY refers to the ability of a manufacturing system to 

produce a part by ,alternate routes through the system. The purpose of 

routing flexibilit}· is to continue to produce a given set of part types, 
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albeit at a lower rate in the event of unexpected machine breakdown. It 

allows for efficient scheduling of parts via improved balancing of 

machine loads. 

VOLUME FLEXIBILITY is the ability of a manufacturing system to be 

operated profitably at different overall output levels, thus allowing 

the factory to adjust production within a wide range. 

EXPANSION FLEXIBILITY is the extent to which overall effort is needed 

to increase the capacity and capability of a manufacturing system. 

Expansion flexibility may help shorten implementation time and reduce 

cost for new products, variations of existing products, or added 

capacity. 

PROGRAMMING FLEXIBILITY is the ability of the system to run virtually 

unattended for a long enough period. Program flexibility reduces the 

throughput time via reducing set-up times, improving inspection and 

gauging, and better fixtures and tools. 

PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY is the universe of part types that the 

manufacturing system can produce without adding major equipment. This 

type of flexibility is dependent on several factors such as variety and 

versatility of available machines, flexibility of material handling 

systems, and the factory information and control systems. 

MARKET FLEXIBILITY can be defined as the ease with which the 

manufacturing system can adapt to changing market environments. It 

allows the firm to respond to changes without seriously affecting the 

business and to enable the firm to out- manoeuver its less flexible 

competitors in exploiting 
"" 

new business opportunities. 

Gupta and Somers' study deals with the development of a standard measure of manufacturing 

flexibility. The authors analyze, by means of the factor analysis technique, how the different 

items measuring manufacturing flexibility have been incorporated by the literature; they sum 

up 34 items, explaining the different types of flexibility suggested by [14] and their relative 

relevance for companies. This standard measure of manufacturing flexibility only considers 
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21 items from the above 34. The 21 manufacturing variables to be considered in the model 

are described in the following terms: 

-A: Time requirE~d to introduce new products is extremely low;� 

-D: Time requirE!d to add a unit of production capacity is low;� 

-E: Shortage COSit of finished products is extremely low;� 

-F: Cost of delaiy in meeting customers orders is extremely low;� 

-G: Size of the Ilmiverse of parts the manufacturing system is capable� 

of producing witholJt adding major capital equipments is extremely large;� 

-H: The manufaC'turing system is capable of running virtually� 

unattended during the second and third shift;� 

-I: Cost of doubling the output of the system is likely to be� 

extremely low;� 

-J: Time that ma.y be required to double the output of the system is� 

likely to be extremely low;� 

-K: The capacity of the system can be increased when needed with ease;� 

-L: The capability of the system can be increased when needed 

with ease; 

-N: The range of vol umes in which the firm can run profi tably is 

extremely high; 

-P: Cost of the production lost as a result of expediting a preemptive 

order is extremely low; 

-Q: Decrease in throughput because of a machine breakdown is extremely 

low; 

-S: Number of new parts introduced per year is very high;� 

-X: Changeover cost between production task within the current� 

production program is extremely low;� 

-Y: The ratio o.f the total output and the waiting cost of parts� 

processes is extremely low;� 

..-------.--...,,-----------------------r------r----
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-z: The ability of material handling system to move different part 

types for proper positioning and processing through the manufacturing 

facility is extremely high; 

-AA: The ratio of the number of paths the material handling systems can 

support to the total number of paths is very high; 

-BB: The material handling system can link every machine to every other 

machine; 

-cc: The number of different operations that a typical machine can 

perform without requiring a prohibitive time in switching from one 

operation to another is very high; 

-DD: The number of different operations that a typical machine can 

perform without requiring a prohibitive cost in switching from one 

operation to another is very high. 

According to the outcomes of the study by [1], it can be suggested that the manufacturing 

flexibility is a compound of the following flexibilities: 

Expansion and Markets flexibilities;� 

Volume flexibility;� 

Product and Production flexibilities;� 

Market flexibility;� 

Machine flexibility;� 

Process flexibility;� 

Programming;� 

Routing; and� 

Material Handling flexibility.� 

See figure 2 for an illustration of Gupta and Somers' model. 

------------- insert figure 2 about here ------------

Figure 2: Model for measuring manufacturing flexibility 
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In order to translate the above mentioned manufacturing/operative variables into financial 

variables, it is necessary to identify first the types of flexibility which have relationships with 

various decisions [20]. This c.an be achieved by classifying the types of flexibilities according 

to their impact on long-term and short-term decisions [20]. Conventionally, long-term 

decisions are financially associated with long-term c.apital budgeting, while short-term 

decisions are associated with cash management and treasury budgeting. 

Long-term decisions concerning flexible technology acquisitions are strategic decisions and 

involve substantial investments. They relate to Design flexibility and are concerned with the 

decisions that must be made before installation of the system/technologies. This flexibility 

reflects, or should reflect, th,e needs of flexibility directly derived from the strategy of the 

firm with referrance to its markets (see Figure 1). Accordingly, it relates to the capacity of 

the production technology to introduce changes in the product mix, in the design, and in the 

scope of new products and new products generation [21]. So far, Design flexibility refers to 

the ability to vary production across a greater range of volumes; to attain faster a new 

production level within its volume range; to increase the breadth of the product line; the 

extent of product variety, etc. 

Coming back to Figure 1, Design flexibility would influence the strategic type of production 

technology investments that a firm should accomplish. 

Short-term decisions concerning flexible technology implementation and control, are involved 

with the operation of the plant and linked to Operational flexibility [21]. This Operational 

flexibility relates to the capability of the equipment/production process/plant to respond on 

time to changes in plans, programmes and schedules, within the requirements set by the 

operations strategy, and thus influencing the performance of the firm. (See Figure 1). 

r� 
I 
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Thus, although both types of flexibility are tied closely and interdependent, they refer to 

complementary stages in the appraisal of the new production technology investments process: 

Design Flexibility has to be incorporated into the assessment, justification and financing of 

the investment (ex-ante justification), while Operational Flexibility has to be taken into 

account for the monitoring and control of performance (ex-post justification). 

It is assumed that investments leading to a higher Design flexibility should be appraised as 

long-term capital investments given the nature and content of such flexibility. This implies 

•
that (1) capital budgeting techniques are suitable for their financial justification and that (2) 

a linkage has to be made between the financial variables used by those techniques, and the 

manufacturing variables measuring the strategic or long-term performance of the flexible 

investments. It is also assumed that financial monitoring and control of these investments 

should be performed by cash budgeting and control techniques, Le., a second linkage has to 

be established between the financial short-term variables and the operative or manufacturing 

variables measuring the daily performance of the flexible investments, Le., the Operational 

flexibility. 2 

This distinction between long and short-term flexibilities and capital and cash budgeting 

techniques will allow the ex-ante and ex-post justifications of investments in flexible 

equipments. It tries to show in an easy way the likely consistency between the measures of 

the productions process and the organization's actions and strategies. According to Nanni's 

comments [29, pp 7 and 8], and to the fact that senior management will more readily accept 

2 There is a big controversy on the suitability of conventional capital budgeting techniques for the 
Advanced Manufacturing Technology investment appraisals. The main pitfalls ofDCF's procedures have been widely 
discussed, see for instance [22],[23),[24],[25),[26),[27), and [28). 
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a new radical technology if it is justified on familiar grounds rather than with a completely 

new approach, simplicity has been pursued: the classification here proposed focus attention 

such that there are enough measures to reveal and solve critical problems, but no so many 

as to create confusion. 

Design Flexibility provides data that helps to calculate the Net Present Value, the Internal 

Rate of Return, or any other capital budgeting index. If the strategy of the firm is to acquire 

flexible equipments, one action to perform will be to determine its economic and financial 

feasibility. Operational Flexibility provides data on wheter the strategic objectives are 

succesfully completed, the manufacturing activities are being done wastefully or not, and on 

the way the firm is organized to do those activities. 

Next step then is to identify those manufacturing or operative variables related to Design 

flexibility and those related to Operational flexibility. 

Most of the firms that already have acquired flexible technologies have employed 

conventional justification techniques like NPV or IRR 3, and the tangible and quantifiable 

benefits of the new technology have been taken into account. These benefits are summarized 

as [32, pp. 205]: 

-Increased market .share� 

-Increased sales v,olume� 

-Increased product.ion vol ume� 

-Succesful development of new products� 

3 See the empirical eviden·ce provided by [22], [30] and [31]. 
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-Reduced product development time 

-Development of new markets 

-Fewer customer complaints 

-Reduced defect costs and reduced scrap costs 

-Shortening of delivery time 

-Direct labor savings 

-Reduced work-in-process and finished-goods inventory levels 

-Reduced floor space requirements 

-Improved product quality leading to reduced inspection, rework, scrap, 

warranty, and service costs. 

-Reduced tooling, utilities, maintenance, production control, f ixturing, 

and material costs. 

The economic value of these benefits can be known with certainty or at least up to a 

probability distribution. According to [6, pp. 52] this type of benefits can be categorized as 

"zero-order intangibles". For the purpose of this paper, the ex-ante quantification of these 

benefits are well suited. If a direct linkage can be found between the above benefits and the 

nine flexibilities suggested by Gupta and Somers [1, pp. 17], then a group can be formed that 

relates to Design flexibility. Equally, a second group can be formed relating to Operational 

flexibility. The latter will include all flexibility types that are!1Q! linked to the above benefits. 

Consequently, this secind group contains a limited chance, if any, to estimate ex-ante their 

tangible benefits. As a result, the second Operational flexibility group can be considered to 

comprise all intangible benefits, which can be summed as [32, pp. 205]: 

-Increased product uniformity 

-Increased ability to quickly enter new markets 

-Increased goodwill generated through the new reputation the firm 

adquired 

-Synergy with other equipment 

-Better schedulingjworkflow 

-Increased strategic options and reduced risk of obsolescence. 

-Improved product quality leading to improved market image 
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-Abili ty to responc'1 quickly to future technology advances 

-Offset technology adoption by competitors 

-Increased employele morale 

-Better customer slervice 

-Reduced training Ilnd supervision 

-Increased utilizal~ion of manpower and equipment 

-Reduced expeditin!1 

-Reduced materials handling 

-Hore disciplinated manufacturing process, and 

-Increased safety. 

According to the definitions gilven for the nine different types of flexibility and to their direct 

relationship with the tangible benefits, the Design Flexibility category will consist of the 

following types: 

-Machine Flexibility� 

-Process Flexibility� 

-Product and Production Flexibility� 

-Volume Flexibility, and� 

-Expansion and Market Flexibility.� 

The Operational flexibility callegory will include:� 

-Material Handling Fh~xibility
 

-Routing Flexibility� 

-Programming Flexibillity, and� 

-Market Flexibility 4.� 

4 It is assumed that direct linkages can be traced between Routing, Programming, Market, and Material 
Handling Flexibilities and those bene:fits classified as intangible ones [32] or, as: 

----------r 
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The proposed classification gives way to a modified version of Gupta and Somers [1] model. 

This proposed modified version is illustrated by Figure 3. 

-----------insert Figure 3 about here----------------

Figure 3: Proposed model for measuring manufacturing flexibility 

3.-Flexible Manufacturing and Capital Budgeting 

Once the flexibility identification has been completed, both types of manufacturing flexibility 

(Design and Operational) variables can be linked to corresponding financial variables, thus 

leading to the translation of operative measures, Le., the 21 manufacturing variables 

identified by [1], into financial and economic measures. 

Investment in flexible manufacturing equipment is expected to modify the Design and/or 

Operational flexibilities of the investing company. No matter how relevant these changes can 

be for that firm's survival, if they are not financially justified, the investment will not get the 

approval and the go-ahead; the justification process is largely strategic in nature but must also 

involve finance issues. 

-"first-order" intangibles, i.e. ,those whose economic value is not 
quantifiable but can be readily stated in physical terms with certainty or by 
using probabilities. 

-" second-order" intangibles which are nonpecuaniary factors that can be 
enumerated but are not measurable in physical terms except perhaps on a 
qualitative basis. 

-"third-order" intangibles which represent factors producing 
unanticipated benefits and costs that are typically not measurable. [6, pp.52] 

In this regard, it can only be assumed that these intangible benefits properly fit the ex-post justification of 
the flex.ible technology investment. 
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Consequently, the main objective of the here proposed translation system will be to provide 

both financial and operations managers with a tool that indicates them: 

-Which of the operative variables explaining Design flexibility may modify the 

estimates of the long-term capital budgeting variables. (See Figure 3) 

-Which of the operative variables explaining Operational Flexibility may vary the 

estimates of the short··term cash and treasury budgeting and management variables. 

(See Figure 3). 

Once this correspondence is defined, next step will be to develop a procedure to determine 

when such linkages should be considered in the NPV and/or IRR computations and how. This 

will be done in section 4. 

3.1.-Desi~n flexibility and Capital Budl:etinl: Techniques 

Capital budgeting techniques, such as the Net Present Value (NPV) or the Internal Rate of 

Return (IRR) , are often used for capital investments appraisals. They do concentrate in the 

appraisal of long-term assets being mainly financed with long-term funds. The financial 

variables used by these techniques are initial investment outlay, expected cash-flows, residual 

or salvage value and discount rate. These variables are the ones which have to be linked to 

operative variables associated to the Design flexibility 5. 

5 As it previously stated, this proposal is aware of the many pitfalls of DCF procedures. The main goal 
of the suggested approach is to provide management with more accurate and operative-oriented data so that they can 
avoid some of the inherent weaknesses of the cash and capital budgeting techniques. 

~------II 
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The initial investment outlay information to be gathered refers basically to the acquisition cost 

of the new production capacity, whith the acquisition cost depending upon both the time 

needed for the completion of this new capacity, and the alternative uses of such capacity. 

Next, what needs to be estimated is the incremental initial investment outlay, which can be 

computed as the initial investment outlay needed for the "rigid" (Le., non-flexible) 

technologies less the investment outlay referring to flexible technologies or vice-versa if the 

initial investment needed for the flexible technology is higher than the one required by the 

"rigid" technology acquisition. 

The proposed model assumes that machine, process, production and product, volume, and 

expansion and market flexibilities associated to both flexible and rigid technologies, may help 

in the assessment of their acquisition cost, as well as the time needed for the achievement of 

new production capacity and the alternative uses of such capacity. These flexibilities can 

provide insight information on the variety of products and volumes that the firm may offer, 

thus indicating which markets can be served. According to the outcomes of the study by [1], 

these types of flexibilities are explained by the manufacturing variables DD, CC (machine), 

X, Y (process), S,G (production and product), N (volume), and J,I,K,L,A, and D (expansion 

and market).(See their definition in the previous section of this paper and Figure 2). 

Appart from depreciable assets, the investment in flexible technologies, as any other type of 

investment, often requires an investment in workin2 capital . The financial items underlying 

working capital relate to the current dealings of the organization [33]. In general, it is 

depicted as a cycle, tied to the operating cycle of production [26]. It is in this operating cycle 

that some types of Design flexibility (process flexibility) and of Operational flexibility, 
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(programming, routing and material handling flexibilities), relate to working capital, having 

their effects mainly on cash outflows. 

The question to assess then is how investments in working capital associated with flexible 

technologies, differ from those of rigid technologies investments, so that the incremental 

working capital (being it possitive or negative) can be estimated. According to our flexibility 

definition (see section 2), Operational Flexibility may lead to reduced throughput times via 

a reduction of the set-up tim(~s, the continuity of the production process and the increase of 

the machine availability. This, may lead to lower work-in-progress inventories [6, pp 21-42]. 

Process flexibility (included in the Design Flexibility group) also contributes to explain lower 

work-in-progress inventories, because it is useful in reducing batch sizes and, in turn, finished 

goods inventories [6, pp 21-42]. Equally a lower amount of current assets can be expected, 

other balance sheet related accounts remaining unchanged, giving way to a decreased need 

of working capital. The manufacturing variables to analyzed will be X, Y (process),H 

(programming), Q, P (routing), and Z, AA, BB (material handling). (See Figure 2 again) 

Reliable estimates of the incmmental need of working capital will not be available until a first 

manufacturing cycle has taken place. Since more reliability is advisable, the estimates should 

be made ex-post,i.e., once the new flexible equipment has been acquired and implemented. 

Nevertheless this does not imply that ex-ante estimations will not have to be performed. For 

example, additional long term capital funding could be needed for the first new manufacturing 

cycle or, vice-versa, financi:al resources can be freed and, thus, employed for alternative 

purposes [34]. At minimum, aggregate estimates are revised on a yearly basis, and 

information provided by Operational flexibility can be of significant help, as will be discussed 

in a later section of this pape:r. 
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Design flexibility may significantly influence the expected cash-flows. Once again, the 

relevant information is tied to the differences between the expected cash-flows of the firm 

when employing rigid technology (the "base case") and the expected cash-flows due to the 

use of flexible technology. Typically, data to take into account refer to the expected 

increments in sales, costs of goods sold, and operating expenses. It can be assumed that all 

flexibilities explaining the Design and Operational flexibilities are likely to influence the cash

flows figures. However, for the ex-ante calculations, data will only be available on the 

manufacturing variables explaining Design Flexibility. Revised estimates of the actual cash

flows figures will be influenced by Operational Flexibility related data. It means that for 

incremental NPV and/or IRR calculations, manufacturing variables to be considered will be 

the ones related to Design Flexibility, Le., DD, CC, (machine), X,Y (process), S,G 

(production and product), N (volume), and J,I,K,L,A, and D (expansion and market).(See 

their definition in the previous section of this paper and the linkages illustrated by Figure 2). 

The incremental initial investment outlay -acquisition costs plus or minus the working capital 

needed- equals the incremental funds that will need to be sourced. During the expected life 

of the new flexible equipment to be acquired, funds can be provided by the potential increase 

in self-financing, to be obtained if higher incremental cash-flows (after taxes) are expected 

to occur and the dividend payout and non-distributed benefits policies remain unchanged. As 

a result, the amount of external funds needed can be lower, which in turn may influence the 

cost of capital. Therefore, the discount rate to be used for the NPV computations should be 

equal to the cost of capital for the incremental funds. 6 

6 122], [30] and [31] provide empirical evidence related to this point: 

-The surveyed U.K. companies permit a longer payback time for AMT investments, this way contradicting 
the suggestions made by some commentators that, owing to the perceived level of risk, shorter required paybacks 

_______0 
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It is difficult to estimate how future residual or salvaie values of flexible technology, as well 

as assesing the gap between continuing to use rigid technology equipment and flexible 

technology. It is assumed that the depreciation of machines can be estimated from their usage 

rate, and their residual value; aggregate estimates can be obtained by considering the Design 

Flexibilities 7. The manufacturing or operative variables to be analyzed will be CC, 

DD,X, Y,S,G,N,J,I,K,L,A, and D. (See their definition in the previous section). 

3.2.-0perational Flexibility and short-term ca.pital budieting 

The short-term budget of a firm is the cornerstone of the control of its short-term capital 

expenditures. In fact, except for firms of very moderate size, some sort of short-term budget 

appears to be a necessity if management is to control its capital expenditures [30]. Short-term 

capital expenditures follow from the operating cycle of production requirements. Under 

Operational Flexibility, the operating cycle is expected to respond in a timely fashion to 

changes in plans, programmes and schedules. Such capability may lead to a improved linkage 

between manufacturing requirements of short-term capital and the forecasted total current 

liabilities position of the firm as expressed in the firm's balance sheets. 

are usually set by investing companil~s. 

-For the same companies, \'ery little difference emerged between the rate of interest applied to AMT and 
non-AMT investments which may imply that there is a negligible difference between the perceived less of risks of 
the forms of investment when discount rates are applied. There is no evidence from the surveys to support the 
popular assertion that excessive discount rates are used for AMT investments. 

7 By definition, higher De.sign flexibility allows higher usage rates provided a higher uncertainty in the 
demand side. Nevertheless, for accurate (and ex-post) estimates, data on the Operational flexibility of the investment 
should be used. 
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Whenever a flexible equipment investment leads to increased material handling, routing, and 

programming flexibilities, special attention should be paid to cash management: additional 

incomes and lower outcomes can be expected as a consequence of the increased steadiness 

of the cash outflows. Manufacturing variables to be analyzed will be H, Q, P, Z, AA, and 

BB. Observed changes in the manufacturing cycle incomes and/or outcomes' levels provided 

by Operational Flexibility can be employed in the re-calculation of the investment's NPV 

and/or IRR. 

So far, what is being proposed is an integrated model for the financial justification process, 

comprising long and short-term interactions, to be used not only during the pre-acquisition 

stage, but also on a continuous basis, as long as the life of the investment. Data on each 

manufacturing cycle yields, as they are affected by Operational flexibility provide the required 

feedback for the consecutive revisions. 

It is also worth noting that the here suggested conceptual framework helps to avoid one of 

the most important problem associated to DCF procedures: They are not suitable for the 

evaluation of the intangible benefits, while flexible technologies explicitely seem to promote 

and ease the creation of intangible benefits, e.g. technological competencies. Consequently, 

expected benefits related to these technologies are not likely to be translated into financial 

variables, nor taken into account for investments appraisals. The here proposed model 

incorporates the intangible benefits, by mean of their referrance to the Operational flexibility, 

as far as computations of the cash budget may take them into account. 

The financial controller has traditionally played an important role in the evaluation process, 

especially in the budgeting process and in setting the budget control procedures, in defining 
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the type of financial performance criteria for the different responsibility centers, and in 

developing administrative procedures. The here suggested approach has a different and 

complementary aim. Shifts in operative variables are likely to change the operative procedures 

and, consequently, the expectl~ yields of the production process. The financial variables will 

have to incorporate such changes. Thus, shifts in operative variables show whether the "ex

ante" budget has become unrealistic and it does have to be revised. The difference between 

this approach and the conventional one is that this revision is driven by the way acted by 

plant managers and employees, while it has been traditionally accepted that the way financial 

performance is measured directly affects the way managers act [35, pp 4]. 

4.-The early warning system 

The acquisition of flexible equipment will influence the firm's manufacturing flexibility. If 

its impact is to be properly evaluated, information on the flexibility that the firm already 

possesses, prior to its investment in flexible technologies, is clearly necessary. Those 

flexibilities which can be translated into financial variables provide an improved measurement 

of the manufacturing flexibility of the firm. 

For measurement purposes, a Likert scale is proposed, with values varying from 5 to I [1]. 

The obtained values will function as the "base case" value since it is assumed that, rigid 

technology being acquired, manufacturing flexibility is not likely to vary. 

Next, the flexibilities expected to increase as a consequence of investing in flexible equipment 

have to be assessed. Clearly, differences among values can be observed easily, due to the use 

of the same Likert scale. 

Differential values for all the operative values (calculated as the "new" flexibility value less 

the "base case" value) can be tabulated and ranked. What is suggested is a three-group 

._--------------...,...---------,-------' 
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ranking: the first group includes differential values belonging to the interval (1-51,1-41)8, 

the second group includes values in the interval (1-31,1-21), and the third group refers to 

values in the interval (1-11,0). 

Those operative variables belonging to the first group are likely to be the first ones to 

consider, since they indicate the need to revise and/or refine the associated financial variable 

calculations.Next, second group differential values have to be analyzed given that they may 

lead to a revising of non-previously computed financial variables, and/or to a refinement of 

the computations already performed. If not relevant changes are appreciated after revising the 

previous computations, the firm can stop the process because no better estimates may result. 

However, a third revision may be needed if those operative variables included in the third 

group relate to financial variables not revised before and/or if they affect previous estimates. 

Not only may this early warning system lead to improved computations of the financial 

variables and, consequently, improved Net Present Values for the flexible technologies 

investment proposals, but it can also be used as a standard/guideline for the monitoring and 

control of the production and budgetary processes. This guideline shows the main types of 

flexibilities the company is looking for as well as their related expected values (measured as 

the differential value). Monitor and control help is provided by indicating whether if the 

degrees and types of flexibilities the company is achieving, are the desired ones and, if so, 

how big the gap between actual and target is. Whenever a significant gap is indicated, 

corrective measures can be taken, being either of operative or financial nature. 

8 I I means absolute value 
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To this extent, an important change takes place in the role played by performance 

measurement systems and budgeting techniques: they become tools with a capability to 

forecast, or, at least, to anticipate, what is likely to happen and why. Corrective actions can 

then be taken before the "damage" is done. 

5.-Summary and concluding remarks 

It is the objective of this pap~~r to construct a translation system of manufacturing flexibility 

in such a way that its related advantages can be assessed both financially and operatively. 

More specifically, operative/manufacturing variables, are to be considered as the starting 

points in capital budgeting calculative practices. In short, the proposed approach indicates that 

a variation/deviation in a perftormance relevant manufacturing variable has to be valuated and 

translated into a corresponding variation/deviation of the related financial variable. The latter 

modification of the financial variables then can be used consequently for the financial and 

economical justification of the investment in flexibility. 

Variations/deviations in the operative variables are grouped and ranked, giving way to an 

early warning system. It has llhe implicit advantage of its simplicity: operations and financial 

managers can concentrate thc~ir efforts on the selected variables, thus leading to important 

savings of management time, Le., indirect costs. 

The simplicity of the approach is also important for other reasons: 

(i) -it helps the "plant" people (not only management or staff people) to figure up their 

contribution to the company's profitability while it also allows the "office" people to 
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understand where the strengths and weaknesses of the business are located. Consequently, 

efforts to improve the plant performance can be profitability oriented and budget allocations 

and re-allocations can be performed more efficiently. 

(ii) -the firm can enjoy an increased and more timely capability to respond to potential 

investment opportunities, given that only relevant variables (being them operative or financial 

ones) are likely to be paid attention to. 

(iii) -it helps to avoid the development of complex performance measurement systems 

whose inherent difficulty may prevent management and employees from being involved into 

"paralysis by analysis". 

(iv) -more accurate, updated and reliable estimates of the relevant financial variables are 

obtained because of: 

-the data used, Le., directly from the daily operations of the company (nota: valores 

alcanzados por las flexibilidades operativas, traducidos a terminos monetarios) 

-no new techniques, nor new capital budgeting models, nor new and/or complex 

performance measurement systems for flexibility models are suggested, thus avoiding adverse 

reactions and taking benefit of the skills of the personnel. 

(iv) -it makes it easier to argue that linkages between flexible manufacturing and financial 

figures can be anticipated by the firm, thus leading to a fresh approach to the financial 

justification of AMT investments. 
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(v) -a successful implemlentation of the system can be expected: it is based upon the 

conventional capital budgeting techniques, it does not require "advanced knowledge" to deal 

with it and to understand it. 

Other advantages of the suggested translation system are related to: 

Sensitivity analysis: The response of the financial variables to shifts in the 

manufacturing variables can be obtained from simulation studies. The outcomes can be used 

to determine how much flexibility the firm can financially afford itself, and how much the 

firm is willing to pay for different levels of flexibility. 

Inexpensive system. It does not need additional expenditures during the implementation 

phase, nor during its operational time. It does not need to stop the firm activities, nor even 

to develop pilot studies. Furthermore, common software appliances, such as spreadsheets, can 

be used for the computations of the revised financial variables. 

Capital investment tool for both financial and operational management: They are able 

to participate proactively in the strategic decision-making process of the firm because they 

have access to capital investment information, Le., the likely outcomes of the investments in 

flexible technologies. 

6. -Suggestions for further research 

There is still a lot of work that remains to be done before all the cited advantages of the here 

suggested approach can be realized. First, the validity of the proposed classification of 

flexibilities types into Design and Operational flexibility, as indicative of the long-term and 

short-term decisions associat(~ with flexibility, has to be tested. Second, the suitability of 

conventional capital budgeting techniques for the appraisal of flexible technology investments 
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has also to be tested. Third, all the implicit assumptions concerning the linkages between 

operative variables and financial variables have to be empirically tested. 

Other questions to be addressed relate to the valuation process itself. First, the firm can be 

more interested on achieving a limited number of preferred flexibilities than on all types of 

flexibility. This poblem may be solved by adopting a scoring system so that those operative 

variables related to the preferred flexibilities can get higher values in the Likert scale. An 

avenue for better solutions is opened given the associated problems of selecting the optimum 

scores. Second, a sounded doubt may arise: would not the evaluators try to influence the 

values achieved by the operative variables, thus leading to biased changes of the financial 

variables? This has been the common situation under conventional approaches. One solution 

can be to involve more people in the process, belonging to different levels of the hierarchy, 

others than strictly related to "plant" level here suggested. However, this solution will likely 

lead to higher complexity while higher accuracy can not be granted: further research is 

imperatively needed to deal with this point. Third, a certain level of subjectivity involves the 

whole process. While it can be easy to translate some flexibilities into values of the Likert 

scale, it may be quite difficult for others. Furthermore, it can be quite complex to assign 

adequate values for both initial (or base case)-perhaps the firm does not have any flexibility 

at all, and this will simplify the process-and the new manufacturing flexibility that the firm 

expects to achieve by investing in flexible equipments. No solution has as yet been proposed 

to solve this problem. As [35] note, is more useful for data to be approximate and relevant 

than precise-but irrelevant. According to this remark, a strong effort is needed to identify the 

different factors leading the valuation factors so that, at least but not last, relevant values can 

be obained in spite of their inaccuracy. 
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In spite of the many shortcomings of this approach, the theoretical assumptions upon which� 

it is based might be considered worthwhile, making it a starting point for further research� 

efforts. It should be noted that the above system, as it has been conceived, might easily� 

become a test for itself. If the assumptions in which the system is based are wrong, he� 

outcomes will be a far cry from actual operational numbers.� 
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